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A woman disappears, leaving behind an incendiary diary
chronicling a journey of sexual awakening. To all who knew
her, she was the good wife: happy, devoted, content. But the
diary reveals a secret self, one who's discovered that her new
marriage contains mysteries of its own. She has discovered a
forgotten Elizabethan manuscript that dares to speak of what
women truly desire, and inspired by its revelations, she tastes
for the first time the intoxicating power of knowing what she
wants and how to get it. The question is: How long can she
sustain a perilous double life?
Young widow Passion Dare thought she'd never love again.
But a handsome earl has been pursuing her—and after a
lifetime of propriety, Passion ponders throwing caution to the
wind. After several heady encounters, the pair must face
blackmail, learn a shocking truth-and choose between duty
and desire.
* * * A hot historical romance from National Bestselling
Romance Author Jess Michaels * * * Georgina Hickson has
lived her life doing everything she is supposed to do in order
to land the titled husband her family requires. When she met
Paul Abbot at a gathering at a friend's, it was the first time
she ever wanted more. But more is something she knows she
cannot have. Paul has been in love with Georgina since the
moment he laid eyes on her two years before, but he knows
he isn't good enough for her and it can never be. But when he
finds out she desperately wants to see a special exhibit in
London, he agrees to take her. But can a stolen moment, a
stolen kiss and a whispered confession lead to happiness or
heartache? Length: Novella Sensuality level: Hot and steamy
This book can be read as a stand-alone story, but is part of a
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series (The Notorious Flynns).
The steamy conclusion to USA Bestselling Author Jess
Michaels' historical romance series, Mistress Matchmaker.
Vivien Manning, the notorious Mistress Matchmaker, is tired.
Tired of the parties, tired of the lovers, tired of being her. So
she decides to leave London behind once and for all and start
a whole new life. But before she goes, she must tie up some
loose ends, and makes a list that includes a man she’s never
been fully able to let go—Benedict Greystone. Benedict was
broken when Vivien broke off their affair years ago. When she
comes back into his life...and his bed…he isn't certain of
anything except the power of their desire. But as Vivien
moves closer to disappearing forever, both of them begin to
question if the past can be overcome and if love might be the
one loose end that cannot be neatly tied up. Length: Full
Length Novel Heat Level: Off the charts. This book is the third
book in the Mistress Matchmaker series.
AN EDUCATION IN PLEASURE Married young to a man
hand-picked by her father, Elizabeth Petre is an ideal
Victorian lady. She has borne two sons and endured sixteen
years of selfless duty in a passionless marriage. Craving a
man's loving touch yet loyal to her wedding vows, Elizabeth is
determined to seduce her coldly indifferent husband. She
knows of only one man who can teach her the erotic secrets
of love. A LESSON IN LOVE The bastard son of an English
countess and an Arab sheik, Ramiel Devington was reared to
embrace both Western culture and Eastern pleasure.
Scorned by society and challenged by prim Elizabeth's
request, he undertakes her instruction in the art of sensual
delight. But when the lessons become a temptation neither
can resist, Elizabeth is forced to choose between obligation
and a bold, forbidden passion...
After 9/11, which triggered a global debate on public
diplomacy, 'PD' has become an issue in most countries. This
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book joins the debate. Experts from different countries and
from a variety of fields analyze the theory and practice of
public diplomacy. They also evaluate how public diplomacy
can be successfully used to support foreign policy.
First in the sexy and suspenseful Body Work Trilogy Anna
Rossi lives by one simple rule: don’t get attached, don’t get
hurt. But Alec Flynn doesn’t play by the rules… Anna never
takes on a massage client without screening him first, but the
paycheck offered by billionaire Maxim Stein is too good to
turn down. Stein is the richest man she’s ever laid her hands
on, and despite the risks, she trusts that she can take care of
herself. After all, she’s handled difficult clients in the past.
What she isn’t prepared for is getting caught in a
compromising situation by Maxim’s tall, dark, and gorgeous
bodyguard—or the desperate desires he awakens in her… Alec
is dangerous. The mysterious, hard-bodied man is completely
irresistible and won’t be refused, no matter what walls Anna
puts up to protect herself. But as Anna falls fast for his careful
ministrations and mind-blowing skills, she begins to realize
that giving herself over to a man with so many secrets isn’t
just putting her heart at risk—it’s endangering her life…
The brand new series from 10-Time USA Today Bestselling
author Jess Michaels! When the Jasper Kincaid, the Earl of
Harcourt, offered to marry one of the infamous Shelley
triplets, he was doing it for the dowry to refill his depleted
coffers, not for anything so silly as love. But when he realizes
it is Thomasina Shelley masquerading as his fiancée at their
final engagement ball, not his true intended, a desire for her
that he has been ignoring sparks. And when it becomes clear
her sister has run away with another, an opportunity arises for
a marriage with a much deeper connection. Thomasina’s
feelings for Jasper have never been appropriate and she
doubted the prudence of pretending to be his even for just
one night. Once she’s caught, everything escalates so
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quickly. Suddenly she’s going to marry this stern, fascinating
man who is not particularly pleased at her perfidy. Add to that
her worry about where her wayward sister has gone and it’s
a recipe for both passion…and disaster. As the two slowly
grow closer, Jasper realizes his former fiancée’s
disappearance may have more to do with his own past than
he originally realized. And the longer he keeps that from
Thomasina, the more painful it will be when the truth comes
out. Can they let each other close enough to fight together
against the dangers right around the corner? And will they
survive to meet the future they could have if they do? Length:
Full Length Novel Heat Level: Put a fan in your cart now
(you're gonna need it). This is the first book in The Shelley
Sisters series.
* * * A USA TODAY bestselling romance from Jess Michaels *
* * Crispin Flynn has been on a downward spiral ever since
he lost the woman he loved and watched his brother forced
into a life he never would have chosen. His response has
been drinking and gambling his way to utter ruin. One night,
deep in his cups, he places a dangerous bet that results in
him being forced to marry Gemma, the widow of the Earl of
Laurelcross. Gemma once had a passionate side, but has
been hiding it ever since her much older husband died during
the act of making love. Now she finds herself the much
unwanted wife of one of the biggest libertines in London and
the subject of even more gossip than ever. Once they
determine they cannot escape the marriage, the two begin a
slow circling of each other. Passion is easy, but can they
overcome mistrust and secrets in order to make the worst
night of their lives one of their best? Or are they bound to lose
each other before their love can take root? Length: Full-length
novel Sensuality level: Hot and steamy This book can be read
as a stand-alone novel, but is part of a series (The Notorious
Flynns).
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Gothic Regency Romance: Against her will, Arabella is
gambled by her stepfather in a card game and won by the
fiercely scarred Lord Darth Peregrine. A man who believes
that no woman could desire him. Lord Peregrine holds
Arabella captive to his desires. He is the lord and master and
she is naked to his control. In the end Lord Peregrine saves
Arabella's young brother ... and he saves himself. HEA
Keywords: regency romance, gothic romance, gothic,
regency, historical romance, captive
“A remarkable story of adventure and passion, tragedy and
courage set against the backdrop of occupied
Czechoslovakia and World War II.” —Václav Havel From
former Secretary of State Madeleine Albright comes a moving
and thoughtful memoir of her formative years in
Czechoslovakia during the tumult of Nazi occupation, World
War II, fascism, and the onset of the Cold War. An intensely
personal journey into the past that offers vital lessons for the
future, Prague Winter combines the intimacy of an
autobiography with the drama of an exciting and well-told
story—all underpinned by the gravity and intelligence of a
serious work of history. The result is a highly readable and
incisive work filled with tragedy and triumph, a resonant
narrative informed by Albright’s remarkable life experience
and her characteristic candor in speaking hard truths.
This authoritative catalogue of the Corcoran Gallery of Art's
renowned collection of pre-1945 American paintings will
greatly enhance scholarly and public understanding of one of
the finest and most important collections of historic American
art in the world. Composed of more than 600 objects dating
from 1740 to 1945.
Twelve-year-old Amunhotep III has ascended the throne,
becoming king of the richest empire on earth. The boy’s
mother acts as regent, but she has brought to court the
renowned seer, Huy, son of a humble farmer, to be scribe
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and counsel to her royal son. It’s a position of power and
responsibility—one fraught with intrigue and the lure of
corruption. For it is Huy who controls the treasury, the
military, all construction, and taxation—and perhaps most
important, it’s his task to choose the young Pharaoh’s
queen. His actions and premonitions, as well as his legendary
past, make him very few friends and a great many enemies...
The King’s Man continues the story of Huy—first seen in The
Twice Born and Seer of Egypt—and his rise to power and
fame. With her meticulous research and compelling prose,
Pauline Gedge immerses readers in the ancient and
fascinating culture that was Egypt.
From Bebe Wilde, author of Sex Story and Adults Only,
comes the next erotica short that's sure to heat things up!
When Tess burns some cookies and sets off her building's
fire alarm, she is ordered to take a fire safety class. Once
there, she is surprised to see that her instructor is the hottest
guy she's ever laid eyes on. Luckily for her, he's also
attracted to her. But when they have a fire emergency on
their first date, what happens next is so hot it's almost
combustible. A Hot Fireman is one story that sure to set off
the fire alarm.
The steamy first book in The Pleasure Wars series by USA
Today Bestselling Historical Romance Author Jess Michaels
Amid all the lies and scandals that fuel Society’s gossip mill,
one truth has stood out: House Rothcastle and House
Windbury have always hated each other. Lady Ava Windbury
prays the feud will someday end, to no avail. One dreadful
night, her brother accidentally causes the death of Christian
Rothcastle’s sister, a tragedy that leaves both men maimed.
Consumed by grief, Christian makes a grim decision. He will
kidnap Lady Ava so that her family will feel the pain of loss as
keenly as he feels the loss of his own sister. But once he has
Ava in his clutches, desire takes unexpected hold. Even more
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surprising, she willingly surrenders to his every sexual
whim—after haggling over the terms of giving up her virginity.
Too late, he realizes she is using her body for peace, not war.
But just as their affair of revenge turns into an affair of the
heart, the past rears its ugly head to take matters into its own
hands… Length: Full Length Novel Heat Level: Naughty,
naughty CW: Violent accident (on page), abuse (described)
This book is the first book in The Pleasure Wars series.
For summers Miranda Albright has watched—aghast, yet
shamefully titillated—as her wicked neighbor Ethan Hamon,
the notorious Earl of Rothschild, "entertained" a succession of
lovers on the grounds of his estate. Now that her father has
passed on, leaving behind a mountain of debt, Miranda must
do the unthinkable. For Ethan has promised to sponsor her
younger sisters, financially and socially, at a scandalously
dear price: Miranda must offer herself to him completely for
three full months, with no remorse and no restraints. Ninety
days and nights of unbridled sensuality await her in the arms
of a rogue who views her submission as no more than a
grand erotic game. But neither Miranda nor Ethan realize that
fire blazes behind her innocent blush. And once her passion
is unleashed by his lips and his touch, it is the student who
will school the teacher in the ways of forbidden pleasure . . .
and love.

This book is a concise learning guide dedicated to the
full scope of pediatric history-taking and clinical
examination, for use in OSCEs as well as clinical life. It
guides the reader simply and methodically through what
to ask when taking a history, and how to perform a
comprehensive physical examination. The book contains
more than 30 “History Stations” covering the most
common pediatric cases, as well as 10 “Examination
Stations” covering examinations of the different body
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system. It provides students and resident doctors
worldwide with the necessary core information for
pediatric history-taking and clinical examination, all in a
brief and interesting format. The book adopts a readerfriendly format through a lecture-note style and the use
of Key Points, Clinical Tips, Notes, Tables, and Boxes
listing the most important features. It is also richly
illustrated, demonstrating the correct way to perform
clinical examinations. Written “by a resident, for
residents and medical students,” this book has been
revised, foreworded, and peer-reviewed by fourteen
prominent authorities in the field of Pediatrics from
various parts of the world (including the United States,
United Kingdom, Australia, Italy, Canada, and India), and
from different universities (Illinois, Pennsylvania,
Washington, Oxford, Edinburgh, Keele, Melbourne,
Toronto, Parma, and Florence Universities). These
experts recommend this book for medical students,
pediatric residents, and pediatric practitioners, as well as
pediatricians.
Now a major motion picture: Love, Simon, starring Nick
Robinson and Katherine Langford! This edition includes
new Simon and Blue emails, a behind-the-scenes
scrapbook from the Love, Simon movie set, and Becky
Albertalli in conversation with fellow authors Adam
Silvera and Angie Thomas. William C. Morris Award
Winner: Best Young Adult Debut of the Year * National
Book Award Longlist "A remarkable gift of a
novel."—Andrew Smith, author of Grasshopper Jungle "I
am so in love with this book."—Nina LaCour, author of
Hold Still "Feels timelessly, effortlessly now."—Tim
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Federle, author of Better Nate Than Ever "The best kind
of love story."—Alex Sanchez, Lambda Award-winning
author of Rainbow Boys and Boyfriends with Girlfriends
Sixteen-year-old and not-so-openly gay Simon Spier
prefers to save his drama for the school musical. But
when an email falls into the wrong hands, his secret is at
risk of being thrust into the spotlight. Now change-averse
Simon has to find a way to step out of his comfort zone
before he's pushed out—without alienating his friends,
compromising himself, or fumbling a shot at happiness
with the most confusing, adorable guy he's never met.
Incredibly funny and poignant, this twenty-first-century
coming-of-age, coming out story—wrapped in a geek
romance—is a knockout of a debut novel by Becky
Albertalli. Plus don't miss Yes No Maybe So, Becky
Albertalli's and Aisha Saeed's heartwarming and
hilarious new novel, coming in 2020!
In a day when many voices are clamoring for attention
on womens issues, we can all benefit from a close look
at the way Jesus taught and interacted with women.
Modern saints can learn valuable lessons from the
examples of stalwarts such as Elisabeth, Mary
Magdalene, and Mary, the mother of Jesus. The authors
not only examine the Saviors teachings to and about
women but also discuss the women specifically
mentioned in the four Gospels and their relationship to
the first-century world in which they lived. Some of the
characteristics of this time period are quite shocking by
modern standards. Sisters at the Well serves as a
reminder to all that God sees men and women as
individuals equally deserving of his love and attention.
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From Jay Asher, the bestselling author of THIRTEEN
REASONS WHY - now a Netflix TV show - and Carolyn
Mackey, comes a story of friendship, destiny, and finding
love. What if you could see how your life would unfold
just be clicking a button? It’s 1996 and Facebook isn't
even invented. Yet somehow, best friends Emma and
Josh have discovered their profiles, fifteen years in the
future … and they’re not sure they like what they see.
The more Emma and Josh learn about their future lives,
the more obsessed they become on changing the
destiny that awaits them. But what if focusing on the
future, means that you miss something that’s right in
front of you? ?
In 1938, Lily Ren e Wilheim is a 14-year-old Jewish girl
living in Vienna. Her days are filled with art and ballet.
Then the Nazis march into Austria, and Lily's life is
shattered overnight. Suddenly, her own country is no
longer safe for her or her family. To survive, Lily leaves
her parents behind and travels alone to England.
Escaping the Nazis is only the start of Lily's journey. She
must escape many more times-from servitude, hardship,
and danger. Will she find a way to have her own sort of
revenge on the Nazis? Follow the story of a brave girl
who becomes an artist of heroes and a true pioneer in
comic books.
I'd never felt so vulnerable, at once both lost and found,
as I now did sprawled half-naked across Savage in this
foolish throne-chair. His strength was my solace, my
comfort, and there was nothing better than hearing the
beating of his heart beneath my ear. Once trapped in a
loveless, pleasure-less marriage, Evelyn Hart leaves her
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home in New York for the glittering ballrooms of 1907
London. When she arrives, she meets the Earl of
Savage, a dark, powerful man who seems to live up to
his name. Despite his noble trappings, he's also a man
who can possess her with just one look. Soon Evelyn
finds herself pulled into Savage's world - a world of
passion and seductive games unlike any she has ever
experienced. Evelyn's heart is captured with no hope of
escape. But can they overcome the tortures of the past
together...? Savage never imagined someone like Evelyn
walking into his life. As soon as he sees her he knows he
must have her, no matter the cost, in Lord Savage by
Mia Gabriel.
A hot historical romance from USA TODAY Bestselling
Author Jess Michaels Annabelle Flynn is the sister of
London's two biggest libertines, and her reaction has
been to become the picture of purity. But the sensual
nature of her family has not been lost on her and she is
troubled by urges she dare not follow. She ignores the
demands of her body and instead throws herself into two
different activities. One is pursuing a proper marriage in
Society and the other is trying to save her broken brother
by following him into the shocking Donville Masquerade,
part of a hell run by the mysterious Marcus Rivers. By
day, Annabelle pursues ladylike endeavors and seeks a
staid husband to combat the wild reputations of her
brothers. By night, she inserts herself into Marcus's
business... and eventually she finds herself seduced into
his bed. But can a not-quite-proper lady and an entirely
unsuitable cad find anything in common outside of the
bedroom? And will Annabelle be willing to trade passion
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for cold, calculated 'perfection'? Length: Full-length novel
Sensuality level: Hot and steamy This book can be read
as a stand-alone novel, but is part of a series (The
Notorious Flynns).
Prim, headstrong, and beautiful Penelope is determined
to expose the licentious affairs of the ton's randiest
rakes. Now one of their powerful number—the
unrepentant libertine Jeremy Vaughn, Duke of
Kilgrath—has been selected to put an end to the prudish
lady's interference. Jeremy's plan is devilishly clever: He
will join Penelope's war against immorality, fighting
passionately by her side, all the while showering her with
anonymous erotic missives designed to titillate even the
coldest, most unwilling maid. He will break down her
defenses and inflame her repressed desires by escorting
her (in the interests of their "noble campaign") to
London's most notorious pleasure palaces. And he will
visit her boudoir—masked—during the night to school her
in the deliciously sinful arts she wishes to abolish. Then
he will expose her hypocrisy to the world. But the
handsome rogue's scheme is doomed to go awry, even
as the lovely Penelope sheds her every inhibition and
freely gives in to his every whim. For in this sensuous
game of hearts, it's the seducer who becomes seduced .
..
The second sensual historical romance in the Mistress
Matchmaker series from USA Today Bestselling Author Jess
Michaels. A mistress should never be foolish enough to fall in
love with her protector, nor trust him with her financial future.
Mariah Desmond did both, and now her dearly departed
protector has left her with nothing. Forced to seek another
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protector, she's determined that this time, she'll lead with her
survival instinct-not her heart. But when she attends one of
Vivien Manning's infamous parties, the familiar face of her
late lover's best friend throws her for a loop. A painful past
taught John Rycroft that he's not fit to be anyone's knight in
shining armor. His soft spot-make that a hard spot-for Mariah
is precisely why he's kept his distance. Yet the sight of her
flirting with a bevy of men vying to become her next lover
makes something inside him snap. As John hauls her bodily
away from her suitors, Mariah's indignation melts away in the
heat of the sizzling sexual chemistry. She quickly finds it isn't
easy to navigate John's stormy emotional waters. Especially
when his abusive father's quest to get his son back under his
thumb puts her life in danger. Length: Full Length Novel Heat
Level: Lots. This book is the second book in the Mistress
Matchmaker series.
It has, improbably, been called uncommonly lucid, even
riveting by The New York Times, and it was a finalist for the
2004 National Book Awards nonfiction honor. It is a literally
chilling read, especially in its minute-by-minute description of
the events of the morning of 9/11 inside the Twin Towers.It is
The 9/11 Commission Report, which was, before its
publication, perhaps one of the most anticipated government
reports of all time, and has been since an unlikely bestseller.
The official statement by the National Commission on
Terrorist Attacks Upon the United States-which was instituted
in late 2002 and chaired by former New Jersey Governor
Thomas Kean-it details what went wrong on that day (such as
intelligence failures), what went right (the heroic response of
emergency services and self-organizing civilians), and how to
avert similar future attacks.Highlighting evidence from the
day, from airport surveillance footage of the terrorists to
phone calls from the doomed flights, and offering details that
have otherwise gone unheard, this is an astonishing firsthand
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document of contemporary history. While controversial in
parts-it has been criticized for failing to include testimony from
key individuals, and it completely omits any mention of the
mysterious collapse of WTC 7-it is nevertheless an essential
record of one of the most transformational events of modern
times.
“They shoot the white girl first. With the rest they can take
their time.” So begins Toni Morrison's Paradise, which opens
with a horrifying scene of mass violence and chronicles its
genesis in an all-black small town in rural Oklahoma.
Founded by the descendants of freed slaves and survivors in
exodus from a hostile world, the patriarchal community of
Ruby is built on righteousness, rigidly enforced moral law,
and fear. But seventeen miles away, another group of exiles
has gathered in a promised land of their own. And it is upon
these women in flight from death and despair that nine male
citizens of Ruby will lay their pain, their terror, and their
murderous rage. In prose that soars with the rhythms,
grandeur, and tragic arc of an epic poem, Toni Morrison
challenges our most fiercely held beliefs as she weaves
folklore and history, memory and myth into an unforgettable
meditation on race, religion, gender, and a far-off past that is
ever present.
Tracie Peterson Begins Compelling New Series Set on the
1840s Frontier Grace Martindale has known more than her
share of hardship. After her parents died, raising her two
younger sisters became her responsibility. A hasty marriage
to a minister who is heading to the untamed West seemed
like an opportunity for a fresh start, but a cholera outbreak
along the wagon trail has left Grace a widow in a very
precarious position. Having learned natural remedies and
midwifery from her mother, Grace seeks an opportunity to use
her skills for the benefit of others. So when she and her
sisters arrive at the Whitman mission in "Oregon Country,"
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she decides to stay rather than push on. With the help of Alex
Armistead, a French-American fur trapper, Grace begins to
provide care for her neighbors, including some of the native
populace. But not everyone welcomes her skills--or her
presence--and soon Grace finds herself and those she loves
in more danger than she imagined possible.
Annotation After a general discussion of methods and
approaches, Walls explores the construction of desire in the
Gilgamesh Epic; a Freudian analysis of Horus and Seth; and
sex, power, and violence in Nergal and Ereshkigal.
Annotation c. Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
(booknews.com).
* * * A hot historical romance from USA TODAY Bestselling
Romance Author Jess Michaels * * * Jude Samson has
worked for the Woodley family for such a long time that he is
seen as a brother. But he has very unbrotherly feelings
toward the youngest of the clan, Lady Audrey. When they find
themselves off at the family's country estate, long simmering
desires will come to the forefront and Jude won't be able to
stop himself from taking that one, oh-so-forbidden taste. After
seeing what it has done to her family, Audrey is afraid of
passion. But the moment Jude touches her, fear is washed
away by intense and powerful lust. Only Jude has a secret
that could destroy everything that is beginning to develop
between them. And when it comes out, it will change
everything.
Together For All The Wrong Reasons. . . The Marquess of
Grayson never felt a twinge of guilt when he stole the
beautiful Lady Pelham right out from under his best friend's
nose. After all, they were well matched in all things--their
sensual appetites, wicked wits, provocative reputations, and
their absolute refusal to ruin their marriage of convenience by
falling in love. But then a shocking turn of events sent her
roguish husband from her side. Four years later, he has
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returned a powerful, irresistible man who is determined to
seduce his way into her affections. No, this is not at all the
man she married. But he is the man who might finally steal
her heart. . . "Day plays on sensual themes with a lush
grace." --RT Book Reviews
Final report of the National Commission on Terrorist Attacks
upon the United States.

Fan favorite Jess Michaels, whose first book,
Everything Forbidden was chosen by Michelle
Buonfiglio from Lifetime.com as the Best Historical
Erotic Romance of 2007, returns with more sizzling
hot erotica, Nothing Denied. Readers will adore this
story of intense sensual adventure from an author
who boldly takes historical romance to a steamy and
sensational new place. If you like your love stories
red hot and completely uninhibited, enter
here—where erotic fantasy rules, where there’s
nothing taboo…Nothing Denied!
* * * A hot historical romance from USA TODAY
Bestselling Romance Author Jess Michaels * * *
Mary Quinn is almost at the end of her rope. After
two years under her sister and brother-in-law’s
protection she may soon have to return to her
terrible father’s house if she cannot find a husband.
In her desperation, she bumps into Edward, Marquis
Woodley. Drawn to each other, they are soon thrown
into a scandal that leads to an engagement. But as
the pair grow closer and their wedding looms,
Woodley’s past and the horrific circumstances of his
first wife’s death may keep them from the happy
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ending that will save them both. Length: Novella
Sensuality level: Hot and steamy This book can be
read as a stand-alone story, but is part of a series
(The Notorious Flynns).
"Good Morning Malibu, it's another beautiful day on
the west coast! I'm Noely Clark, your host: and I'm in
the market for love..." When the publicity team of the
new local restaurant, Going in Blind, began their
search for a hot, local celebrity to promote the wildly
popular eatery, they couldn't have found a better
person than me. Outgoing? Check. Single? Check.
Open to finding love? Check. I signed up
immediately. A hopeless romantic with an
exceedingly demanding schedule, I've found it
impossible to find the man of my dreams-so Going in
Blind seems too good to be true! That's until they
start setting me up on dates-three very different, very
attractive, very distinct blind dates-and only one
thing is for certain . . . I'm in big trouble. Good
Morning Malibu, I'm Noely Clark, and I have a choice
to make. The question is who will I choose; the suit,
the rebel, or the jock.
Every indiscretion has its price… Cassandra Willows
has made a name for herself as one of London's
most sought-after seamstresses—and as the creator
of intimate "toys" much beloved in the bed chambers
of elite ladies and lords. But her success cannot
soothe her guilt and pain over a most devastating
betrayal. Nathan Manning, Earl of Blackhearth, will
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never forgive the exquisite Cassandra for
abandoning him without a word on the day they were
to elope. Now he is back in London and hungry for
revenge. Armed with scandalous, provocative
memories, the handsome, vengeful nobleman
blackmails his former lover into a most illicit
affair...and reignites the raging fire that once
consumed them both. But by losing themselves in
the throes of erotic ecstasy reborn, Nathan and
Cassandra are courting gravest danger—vulnerable
to a past that threatens to destroy their lives and
passion still; at risk from dark, unspoken secrets that
are shockingly, perilously...taboo.
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